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Natural resources represent a substantial share of revenue for 
many LICs

• Most important for natural resource revenue has been fossil fuels, notably
petroleum.

• Other resources have however also been important for many regions:

• Iron ore (China; India; Russia).

• Other heavy mineral resources (copper; lead; bauxite) notably for South 
America (Chile; Peru; Bolivia).

• Gold and silver (China; Peru; Mexico; South Africa).

• Gems (South Africa; Botswana; other countries in south and central Africa).

• For many countries, (non-fuel) minerals constitute about half of exports or 
more (many countries in Africa; Chile; Peru).



Management of mining operations

• In most countries, major mining are large operations, often managed by 
multinational corporations. 

• Often the companies harvest a major share of the net rents from the mining.   

• Often also, there are major environmental problems with these operations. 

• Natural environments in the areas of mines are often severely damaged without
the problems being crrected.

• Populations in the regions of mining operations are also often harmed and hurt, 
and their resources, properties and rights infringed upon. This has been a 
particularly serious problem in Peru, where there have been massive public
protests against many of the mines with foreign ownership.

• But too little is known concretely about many of these problems. Often the
reason for this is that governments seek to hide them, in part to protect the
operating corporations.



Is mining wealth good for development?

• Mining activity and revenues can be good: provide general revenues
for development more generally; spur technological advances as 
some of the sector is techologically advanced;

• Mining can be bad: Easy-earned revenues can give little incentive for 
hard effort and advances; Revenues can create conflict; Corruption
can increase.

• It turns out that a lot depends on governance. With good governance, 
the benefits of added revenues can lead to development. With poor
governance, revenues can lead mainly to conflict and increased
corruption. 



Consider wealth from natural resources more generally, 
most importantly energy resources

• Does natural resource wealth spur democracy, or the opposite?

• Most evidence shows that increased natural resource wealth lead to 
less democratic governments, overall, for the period after 1980.

• Resource wealth also help initially autocratic rulers and governments
to stay in power. The mechanism is mainly the resources put in the
hands of rulers, which make them stronger.



Consider growth effects of natural resource wealth. Is it 
positive or negative?

• The general «resource curse» hypothesis says that this effect would tend to 
be negative.

• But it depends on the «starting point» for the respective economy. An 
economy which starts out with poor governance, is subject to a range of
potential problems that lead to reduced growth: 

• increased conflict (to fight over the increased resources); 
• increased corruption (too much internal effort exerted at corrupt instead of

productive activity, and most of the resulting revenues disappearing into
the hands of the corrupt).

• On the other hand, when governance is good from the start (and problems 
of conflict and corruption can be avoided), resource revenues can serve 
beneficially, to spur development.  



Natural resources and civil war and conflict

• A typical finding here is an inverted U relationship: As resource revenues grow, 
the risk of conflict increases (as there are more resources to fight over), but only
up to a point beyond which it is reduced. 

• Presumably, at very high income rates the incumbent government or ruler has 
sufficient resources to be able to stave off or discourage actual or potential
rebels. Also, at high income levels for the country, the population will have 
sufficient incomes/welfare to be reasonably happy and content without rebelling.

• Location may matter. For oil revenues in particular, land-based revenues lead to 
more conflict than sea-based revenues which are more difficult to grab by a rebel
group. 

• When revenues are found in poor areas, they spur more conflict than when
found in richer areas. A particularly poor group may have more incentive to rebel
when it sees valuable resources that can be grabbed.  


